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Squat dumbbells 2-20kg DISKUS  
 

When something is perfect, the observer
feels it at the first moment. All HOCK
products radiate perfection, timelessness
and elegance. They are the best possible
symbiosis of quality, form and function.
HOCK has its own style. It is recognisable
in every product. A visual and haptic
pleasure - Made in Germany (price from
2kg dumbbell)

 CHF 560.00  
      

      

DISKUS. The series was created on multiple customer requests to finally offer heavier weights.

The design is the perfection of a dumbbell. Every angle, every radius is coordinated and thus creates
the image of a perfect dumbbell. The outer span creates the light refraction so typical of stainless steel.
The wooden handle merges practically seamlessly into stainless steel. The stainless steel has been
finely finished on CNC* controlled precision machines, no manual finishing is required to create the
noble matte sheen.

Functional Construction: The certified walnut dumbbell handle has been tapered for a secure grip.

The angle on the inside of the dumbbell heads creates room for movement and also allows for a more
relaxed grip if you want to grab the dumbbells by the heads. All edges are provided with radii, an injury
by burrs or the like is impossible.

We still use only certified American walnut and food grade stainless steel. Oiled walnut is ideal to the
touch and in general a very valuable solution from a health point of view, as no harmful substances or
the like can be transferred through sweat. Stainless steel 1.4305 is food safe and hygienic. No heavy
metals can diffuse or corrosion can occur.

perfect mixture of form and function
heavy duty construction in studio quality
highly accurate dumbbells from 8-20kg ( /-2% weight per dumbbell)
1.4305 food grade stainless steel
Finely turned, polished and oiled walnut from sustainable, certified cultivation
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Extra raised handle for a warm grip feeling at all times
Made in Germany
Warranty: 5 years on all defects in material and workmanship
Price per pair

Prices:
2 x 2kg: CHF 560.--
2 x 3kg: CHF 600.--
2 X 4kg: CHF 620.--
2 x 5kg: CHF 650.--
2 x 6kg: CHF 680.--
2 x 7kg: CHF 720.--
2 x 8kg: CHF 740.--
2 x 10kg: CHF 1':050.--
2 x 12kg: CHF 1':150.--
2 x 14kg: CHF 1':200.--
2 x 16kg: CHF 1':250.--
2 x 18kg: CHF 1':300.--
2 x 20kg: CHF 1':400.--
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